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OUR At some point in our lives, we fell in love with movies. We saw one
that impacted us so deeply that we were moved to dedicate our
lives to making them. Movies are a benevolent force in the world -
helping people connect, making people laugh, or giving them a
place to escape. We're here to make great movies for you.
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PURPOSE



Diversified Pictures is well-positioned to 
provide original, high-quality programming 
to meet the demand of global distributors.

There is more demand than ever for original film and
T.V. content from global distributors and streamers.

Content spending is expected to hit 
>$100 Billion by 2024

PROBLEM /OPPORTUNITY
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VALUE
PROPOSITION

 Diversified Pictures is committed to providing original film
and T.V. content that will address consumer demand with a
strategic selection process aimed at mitigating investor risk
and maximizing returns.

Targeted Audiences

Middle Market 

Impact / ESG

Diversified Pictures works closely with distributors to produce
content that fulfills their programming needs and accommodates
their audiences. 

Films have the power to change society. Diversified Pictures is mindful
of the social impacts a film can have and seeks to be involved with
projects that move society forward in positive ways including
promoting equality, human rights, and a sustainable environment. 

The Diversified Pictures Fund invests in an overlooked niche within the
film market targeting budgets between $1M-$15M. This ""middle
market" is a budget range that supplements studio/streamer film
slates while at the same time does not compete with big-budget
tentpole franchises. Staying over a $1M minimum budget ensures the
delivery of a professional product with top-tier Hollywood talent. 
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Our greenlight process incorporates Artificial Intelligence to
predict box office revenue prior to a film being produced. By
incorporating predictive analytics, we are able to take the
guesswork out of packaging a profitable film. 

UNDERLYING MAGIC
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A.I. POWERED BY:              



KEY PARTNERSHIP

Diversified Pictures has partnered with Slated, an industry-
leading executive production platform that uses an A.I.-
based scoring system to qualify film projects. Their system is
back-tested and has a proven track record of selecting
profitable film projects. Diversified pictures will invest in 10-15
of Slated's highest scoring projects over the course of a year. 

Data Driven Selection

Industry Leading Research

Team Score: 60+ (waived if Script Score
80+, and Financial & Package Score both
qualify)
Script Score: 75+
Financial Score: 80+
Package Score: 70+

Minimum Project Score for Greenlight: 

White-papers:
filmonomics.slated.com/tagged/white-papers

Achieving Alpha Part 1: How to outperform the film finance market
by 3x
https://filmonomics.slated.com/achieving-alpha-how-to-outperform-the-film-finance-
market-by-more-than-3x-fd8ac3945eff

Achieving Alpha Part 2: Picking hits (and avoiding misses) in film
finance
https://filmonomics.slated.com/achieving-alpha-part-ii-picking-hits-and-avoiding-
misses-in-film-finance-e21690d75509
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"Slated Analytics has scored 70 movies released in the
past 20 months, correctly predicting 8 of the 9 hits and 41

of the 46 misses. Large scale financiers and funds that
apply Slated’s tools to their entire slate at the greenlight
stage can expect to achieve alpha of 110%-240% above a

market index yield of only 6%."



BUSINESS MODEL

10-15 45%
Diversified
Portfolio I.P Royalties
The fund will invest in 10-
15 films over the course of
a year -greenlighting
about one film per
month. Projects must
meet minimal criteria
based on Slated's scoring
system.

Film distribution rights
are sold returning
revenue to the fund.  
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Films IRR



USE OF PROCEEDS
2023 SLATE
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Details for single-film projects available
on our data room 

ilpn.wealthblock.ai/p/diversified-pictures/offering/diversifiedpicturesfund/details
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FINANCIAL
PROJECTIONS &
KEY METRICS

Capital will be deployed over the first year.
Within 18 -24 months, revenue will start to
be returned to the fund. The majority of
film proceeds are returned within the first
3-5 years.
     After an initial run, film I.P. can
continuously be licensed for residual
income or can be sold off to I.P. libraries. 

3.57 45%
TOTAL RETURN TARGET IRR
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GO-TO-MARKET
STRATEGY

Diversified Pictures works closely with distributors
to ensure maximum ROI per movie. There are
multiple channels available for exploiting a film's
royalties including theatrical box-office releases, 
streamer platforms, Video on Demand, and
Advertising Video on Demand platforms. 

Theatrical Box Office

Streamer Platforms

VOD/AVOD Platforms

With 11 major streaming platforms competing for content, backed
by big tech and media firms, there is a seller's market for quality
content. Streamers can act as the primary or second window for a
film. 

Video on Demand and Advertising Video on Demand platforms
open up new channels for distribution. They create a business
model for profitable films without the need for additional P&A. 
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The theatrical run is typically the first window for a film to generate
revenue. It also acts as a marketing mechanism that will drive 
viewership once a film moves to streaming. 



SINGLE FILM KEY CREATIVE PERSON

SINGLE STUDIO SLATE

Secondary Market Risk

Concentration Risk  Cancellation risk

Correlation Risk

PUBLICLY TRADED EQUITIES

COMPETITIVE
ANALYSIS
There are several ways to invest in entertainment.
The Diversified Pictures Slate Fund reduces
common risks associated with entertainment
investments. The fund offers diversified, non-
correlated exposure to a portfolio of I.P. that is
agnostic to any single producer, studio, or creative
talent. 
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Limited Partners
50%

General Partners
50%

Diversified Pictures LLC (Company) acts
as the manager for Diversified Pictures
Slate Fund (Fund). The Fund will act as the
limited partner for each SPV providing
capital to each film. 

The Company will source and develop
original I.P. for the slate,  deploy capital,
and work with production partners to
oversee the final delivery of each project.

FUND
STRUCTURE
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Single Film SPV For each film spv, the Fund will act as a limited
partner. It is standard practice that LPs receive a
premium of 115%-120% of proceeds before net

profits are split 50/50 between GPs/LPs. 



Ian
Conover 

F U N D  M A N A G E R
Ian established the Diversified Pictures
Fund to act as a conduit between
Hollywood and Wall Street. He has business
operations experience in the financial
services industry as an independent
financial advisor and portfolio manager to
high-net-worth clients. He gained
exposure to alternative investments
working as an investment advisor for
Masterworks, a Blue Chip Art Fund. He
holds FINRA Series 7 and Series 66 licenses
and brings a fiduciary approach to asset
management.

Prior to financial services, Ian worked as a
producer, camera operator, and editor on
various T.V., film, and media projects. He
has over 50 credits for networks including
FOX, MLB, NFL, MLS, BET, Disney and more. 

FUND
MANAGER
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Education
Hofstra University

B.A. Economics

B.A. Film Studies & Production

Contact

ic@diversifiedpictures.com

www.DiversifiedPictures.com

License /
Credentials

FINRA Series 7

FINRA Series 66

C.A.I.A Candidate

linkedin.com/in/ianconover

Support from

Placement Agent       Investment Platform       Fund Admin                    Banking

"A film is a piece of art
and a business at the

same time. A great film
should deliver on both

levels."

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ianconover?lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_profile_view_base_contact_details%3B3%2BIGfHGvS%2ByggW6yT3w7FA%3D%3D


Slate Assembled

Currently rasing 1st tranche
of $15M for 2023 Slate

CURRENT
STATUS

Fund Rasing

Greenlight / 
Deploy Capital

$100M Total Capitalization
$15M First Tanche
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Initial projects selected with a pipeline
set-up for on-going deal flow.

 2023 Vintage



Investment Platform  :   https://ilpn.wealthblock.ai/p/diversified-
pictures/offering/diversifiedpicturesfund/details

Fund Manager Email :  ic@diversifiedpictures.com

DIVERSIFIED PICTURES
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Website : Diversifiedpictures.com


